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Summaries of Shizuoka Tourist Information Blog “Green Tea Club”
Shizuoka Hobby Square in Shizuoka City
・Please open to find the details about Shizuoka Hobby Square
Just one minute from JR Shizuoka Station. “Shizuoka
Hobby Square” is a spectacular exhibition room for
Japanese plastic models presented by Japanese major
model

companies

Hasegawa.

including

Free to browse.

Bandai,

Tamiya

and

Special exhibitions also

take place regularly in the other room.

Currently,

works of Watanabe Yoichi, the battle-field Photographer
and Ota Takashi, the magician of paper craft are on
display ( ¥900/adult ). Awesome job, aren’t they ?
Suruga Bay Ferry from Shizuoka City
・Please open to find the details about Suruga Bay Ferry
Suruga Bay Ferry connects between Shimizu Port,
Shizuoka City, and Toi Port, a part of Izu area, in
65 minutes. Many cars & tour buses use it to
reach Izu Peninsula because it saves them more
than 1 hour.

Explore the Suruga Bay, the

deepest ocean in Japan, and discover various
memories of your own. Or just have a peaceful
time in the cozy special room.

You may find

whales or dolphins in mid-ocean. Mt. Fuji can be
also seen exclusively beautiful if weather permits.
Hiking to Mt. Hoei from Mt. Fuji 5th station in Fujinomiya.
・Please open to find the details about Hiking to Mt. Hoei ( the first half )
Mt. Fuji climbing season is supposed to be ended at
the end of August. However, it does not mean you
are not allowed to visit Mt. Fuji. From September
begins autumn outing. Lots of hikers make it to
the 5th to walk along hiking trails. Mt. Hoei or
the crater is one of the most popular destinations
for it. It takes 2 – 3 hours for good hikers. Also,
enjoy the views !

“Fields of cloud”, it sounds

marvelous and fascinating !

Hiking to Mt. Hoei from Mt. Fuji 5th station in Fujinomiya.
・Please open to find the details about Hiking to Mt. Hoei ( the last half )
To reach Mt. Hoei is nothing compared to climbing
Mt. Fuji.

Is it true ?

Nope.

It absolutely

requires physical and mental vigor.

And please

keep in mind that the climate of Mt. Fuji differs
completely from one in the city.

Insufficient

oxygen will cause your body further fatigue.
However, at the same time, the precious experience
would provide you with more confidence against all
things to come.

I just wonder whether “blue” is

really the same color as the sky.

Mt. Fuji in Summer from Shimizu Port
Mt. Hoei is a part of Mt. Fuji circled in the picture.
It was born from the volcano in 1707. 2693m high.

For any inquiries or requests, please send your message directly at
s-12-seikan@po4.across.or.jp
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